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From the Head Master

Nurturing mind,
body and spirit
It is easy to think of a school in terms of mind and
body but the spirit and soul of the community, and

There are many reasons why parents
choose a school for their children. Good
exam results, sport, drama, music and great
facilities are a given but a couple visiting
Dauntsey’s recently came up with another.
“We’re here because you promise lessons
for life, not simply lessons,” they said.
It is a valuable insight into the School’s priorities.
An excellent all-round education should mean
that pupils learn about themselves and their
strengths and weaknesses. They should not fear
taking risks in case of possible failure but value
every experience for what it teaches them about
themselves and others.
It’s also about the need to give back and not to
take the good things in their lives for granted.
We want our pupils not to think less of themselves
but to think of themselves less – to consider the
influence they can have on others and how to
make it as good as possible. They should discover
how to get on with other people, even those
who aren’t obvious friends, to work as a team
and integrate into a community.
This is why we share our expertise, facilities and
events with local schools, villages and charities
and why we emphasise the need for reflection
and stillness, as well as action.
This generosity of spirit among staff and pupils
really is the essence of the School. We all work
hard to nurture it and to ingrain it in every
person, both while they are here and in the
lives they lead when they leave us.

of the individuals within it, is at least as important.
Dauntsey’s Chaplain, the Revd David Johnson,
looks at how it is nurtured and expressed in the way
that staff and pupils value and treat one another.

E

verything that we do in the School, in the
classroom, in Chapel, in the way we look
after each other, must value the human spirit
and conform to the golden rule – treat others
as you would like to be treated yourself.
Both as Chaplain and as a teacher of
religion, philosophy and ethics, I try to show
pupils that soul or spirit can be understood
in terms of what makes us each unique:
character, memories, relationships, ideas
and understanding, a sense of self-identity
and self-worth and of the values and
morality by which we try to live.
The fact that they know I am a minister also
encourages pupils to ask what I think and
to seek to broaden their moral compass,
to discuss concepts such as love, forgiveness
and tolerance.
I am always vividly aware that we are a
community of many faiths and none, so
chapel services offer an opportunity for
pupils to consider some of the big questions
that underpin the human experience.
What makes a good person? What is right
or wrong? What is the human spirit?
It’s important to show that religion isn’t all
blind faith and superstition. We might look
at the teachings of different faiths, using
examples from a contemporary context. We
might talk about our personal experiences,

Going to the homeless shelter
makes me realise how fragile life
can be. It is easy to judge but
anyone can be in that situation.
It has changed my perspective.
Alice

show a clip from a film or an interview,
or play a piece of music suggested by the
pupils. These are all rich and accessible
sources of ideas and concepts that can
challenge and inform. There will always
be time for prayer, with the understanding
that many pupils will use this as a moment
simply to think or reflect.
Services are held on different days each
week for pupils of various ages and on
Sundays for boarders. They answer the
need to be still and to be inspired, in the
spiritual sense, in a way that cannot be
satisfied in the classroom or on the sports
field. It’s a chance to consider their own
future, what they are going to do and
how they are going to lead their lives.
At full School services and on other special

occasions, such as services we hold at our
local parish church, the School choir leads us
in music and anthems that take us beyond
our immediate thoughts and give us valuable
moments to contemplate timeless beauty.
But the soul of the School is about much
more than these moments out of our daily
lives. Often, experiences outside a formal
religious setting present the greatest
challenges and encourage individuals to
make steps in their spiritual development.
We don’t try to insulate pupils from
the outside world. Rather, we offer them
opportunities that open them to an
understanding that life can be hard and
very different to their own but that we
are all human beings with a right to be
treated decently, with care and respect.
Every two weeks, for example, I take
volunteers to help at The Filling Station, a
charity in Swindon that provides food for
the homeless. In conversations after these
visits, it’s clear that pupils frequently see the
world in a new way and question or reject
some of the values handed down by modern
media or absorbed through stereotypes.
Trips abroad have a valuable role, too. On
a recent visit to India, pupils were thrilled by
the beauty, history and culture but challenged
by what they saw through the window of

Meeting every week for
communion gives me time
to reflect on my busy life at
Dauntsey’s. It’s wonderful to
take part in such a meaningful
service while the School
continues to bustle around us.
Rufus

a train or coach and by the lives of people
on the streets or at the sites we visited.
It was moving, too, to witness the reactions
of a group from the history department
when we visited First World War battlefields
and graveyards in France. Stops for reflection
and prayer were often profound moments in
the pupils’ lives.
Ultimately, there is no scientific way to
measure the spiritual life of a school – but
we can see it expressed in the character and
thoughtfulness of our pupils, our care for
one another and the values that we share.
It forms an important part of what makes
Dauntsey’s special and unique.
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I have loved getting to know all the children in the class that I help
with. It is so rewarding to see their progress even in the short time I am
there. Every week, I look forward to it more.
Amelia, Sixth Form

fulfil some of their national curriculum
requirements. We’ve been organising and
running these sessions every year since 2006.
We also share our facilities and expertise on
an ad hoc basis – in February, for instance,
we hosted a science week so local children
could run experiments that were not possible
in their own schools.

PUPILS MAKING A DIFFERENCE

Outreach
and understanding
Thinking about others is part of the Dauntsey’s DNA, so it’s natural
to share our skills, facilities and events with other people in our local
community – and it helps to broaden our own pupils’ horizons, says
Second Master Mark McFarland.

I

t also enables us to build closer
relationships with those we live and
work alongside. Providing people
who live locally with the opportunity
to come to a concert, talk or sporting
event helps to break down any barriers and
enables them to get to know us better.
Broadly speaking, our support work falls into
two categories – outreach, which involves
activities for local primary schools run by
Dauntsey’s staff and pupils, and community
service, which focuses on pupil-led activities
and public events.

REACHING OUT TO
PRIMARY SCHOOLS
One of the main forms of outreach is our
regular sports coaching. Many primary
schools do not have dedicated PE teachers,

so we visit nine local schools for an hour
each week to provide training sessions,
practice drills and games for pupils of all
abilities. It also helps their staff, who can
pick up ideas for their own lessons.
Each term we focus on a different sport –
hockey, football and cricket – and hold a
tournament where all the schools compete
against each other. It’s always a big event
and our own sixth formers, some of whom

are taking the sports leadership course, help
out with umpiring and organisation.
The other big outreach programme is in design
technology. Year 6 pupils come in during the
summer term to design and make a clock,
which they then take home. They love it –
their eyes open wide when they see all the
computer aided design (CAD) and computer
aided manufacturing (CAM) kit. It’s great for
the schools because we can help them to

Being able to tap into resources and staff expertise at Dauntsey’s
has made for a very memorable few days and has really helped us
to ignite a passion for science in our pupils.
Philippa Winbolt, Head Teacher, DAPS Primary School, West Lavington

Pupils are also encouraged to get involved in
community service. Some join in as part of their
Gold Duke of Edinburgh Award or our sports
leadership programme but many volunteer
simply because they want to make a difference.
One of the options they find most rewarding
is visiting local primary schools to listen to
the children reading and help the teacher
through our Voluntary Service Unit (VSU)
scheme. VSU placements, which change
each term, also include helping out in charity
shops and local retirement homes.
For pupils in the Lower Sixth, there is the
opportunity to travel to Romania to help at
the Nightingales Children’s Project. A group
of about 20 students spends a week with
street children in the town of Cernavoda,
playing games, dancing, organising art and
craft sessions and helping with infrastructure
projects, which have included building a
playground. The trip is so popular that we
receive nearly two applications for every place.

which this year is Malayaka House – an
organisation that supports orphaned and
abandoned Ugandan children.

OPENING OUR DOORS
TO THE COMMUNITY
We don’t like to keep all the good things
we have at Dauntsey’s to ourselves – in
particular our wonderful drama and music
performances. The highlight of the year is
probably our Christmas musical, which

The Romania trip was a
complete roller coaster, from
the unforgettable highs of the
daily activities and the visible
difference they make for the
children to how crushing it was
to have to say goodbye. The week
was amazing, exhausting and
hard-hitting, all at the same time.
Finley, Sixth Form

Our annual charity fundraising programme
involves all the pupils, who start by choosing
a charity to support. This alternates every year
between UK and international causes, with
each of the 12 houses running events to raise
money. The pupils really get behind it and are
very creative – they’ve come up with everything
from the sale of bacon butties to a lip-sync
contest and an annual boules competition.
Pupils also raise money through sponsorship
for events such as the Devizes to Westminster
canoe race, a 24-hour runathon on a course
through the grounds – we clocked up 1,100
kilometres this year – and the Paris halfmarathon. They raise in the region of
£12,000 to £14,000 for the chosen charity,
Steve Backshall before his Mercers’ Lecture

brings in over 2,500 visitors over its fivenight run. Depending on the production,
we sometimes invite children from the local
primary schools for behind-the-scenes tours
and smaller, taster performances as well. Then
there is a weekly choral society, open to parents,
teachers and local people, who perform
pieces at our autumn and spring concerts.
Local schools and clubs can also take advantage
of our all-weather Astroturfs and swimming
pool. Four schools and nine local organisations
are currently making use of these facilities,
including Lavington School, which is using
our pool for its Swim The Channel training
and GCSE assessments.
Our Mercers’ Lectures are hugely popular
free events that give local people the
chance to listen to an extremely varied and
interesting range of world-class speakers.
This year we’ve had Alex Thomson, who
sailed round the world single-handed to
finish second in the Vendée Globe race;
historian Dr Bettany Hughes, who has
recently presented a major television series
on Rome; adventurer, naturalist and presenter
Steve Backshall; Nigel Owens, the rugby
referee, who talked about sport and mental
health issues; Green & Black’s founder
Jo Fairley and in April, we welcome
Olympic rowing champion Major Heather
Stanning OBE.
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3+1 = success
A levels are changing as a result of reforms designed to increase
intellectual rigour and counter grade inflation – but at
Dauntsey’s, education is about more than exams. That’s why
we have introduced 3+1 – options that allow pupils to choose
not only their three main subjects but also to select a further
qualification that will prepare them for university and later
life. Jon Tyler, Deputy Head (Academic), explains.

C

hallenge is something that Dauntsey’s staff
and pupils relish, so we have greeted
national A level reforms as an opportunity
to learn more, gain deeper understanding
and expand our horizons.
The main changes involve decoupling AS
levels from A levels, with A levels graded
on exams taken at the end of two years
of study. AS results no longer play any part
in the qualification and coursework has a
substantially reduced role. Pupils must take
a broader view of their subjects, grasping
and retaining more information and ideas,
instead of ticking off individual modules
and moving on. They are also spared the
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THREE A LEVELS
+ EPQ

THREE A LEVELS
+ LANGUAGE AS LEVEL

FOUR A LEVELS +
ARTEFACT-BASED EPQ

The EPQ allows you a
breadth of study that isn’t
available in your A levels.
I’m taking German, Spanish
and history and my EPQ
is on The modernisation of the Chinese
military, which isn’t something I could learn
about any other way. I’m hoping to read
history and modern languages or history
and politics at university, so it fits nicely, as
well as demonstrating that I’m capable of
independent study. It’s a topic that really
interests me so the additional research and
study is never a burden. It’s not a problem
finding the time – I look forward to it.

I want to be a doctor, which
not only demands good
science A levels but also
great verbal and written
communication skills. I’m
taking biology, chemistry and history at
A level plus an AS in French – an unusual
combination but an essay-based subject
like history and a modern language are good
for improving my ability to communicate,
especially in a globalised world. Maths would
have been more obvious but I don't like it and
I hope that what I’ve chosen will help me to
stand out. I’m also doing an EPQ on Maternity
healthcare of incarcerated women. There’s
always enough time if you’re motivated.

I don’t yet know what I
want to read at university or
do as a career and I enjoy
such a variety of subjects
that I wanted to keep my
options open. That’s why I’m taking history,
drama, maths and physics, plus an EPQ that
involves looking at the treatment of the
apocalypse as a theme in film and television,
before writing short stories about it. I’m
doing my EPQ research in the evenings
and at weekends – the workload is quite
substantial but I want to do it, which makes
all the difference. And I’m appearing in
plays at the same time.

MADDY

stress of having to sit public exams three
years in a row.
This approach makes studying a subject at
A level more intellectually demanding. But as
pupils no longer need to revise for, and sit,
AS exams, there is extra time available to dig
deeper into a subject, work on weaknesses
and explore additional ideas and insights.
And the learning doesn’t stop there. We call
the Dauntsey’s approach to education in the
Sixth Form 3+1 – three core A levels plus a
further qualification, chosen from six options.
The element of choice is important, as it allows
the pupils to build a spread of qualifications
that fits with their plans for the future.
A fourth A level – we recommend this for
students of further mathematics and highly
academic pupils who can reasonably expect
to achieve four good grades. Students who
are undecided about what to take can also
study four subjects for up to three terms
during the first year.
A language AS level – this is the only
AS that the School continues to offer,
as we believe it has value in terms of both
university entrance and future careers.
The staff voted overwhelmingly not to
continue with any other AS subjects – and
the pupils agree.

THREE A LEVELS
+ LSA

ELLIOT

I was looking forward to
learning something outside
my A levels, which are
German, Spanish and art,
but I couldn’t find a topic
for an EPQ that really excited me. As I want
to go straight into the Air Force rather than
to university, the LSA makes a lot of sense,
especially the leadership aspect. I enjoy the
practical aspects of it – I’ve now got a first
aid qualification – as well as the leadership
tasks. For example, you might be leading a
team who are all blindfolded and getting
them to arrange a rope into a specific shape.
Then we all critique each other, which is
incredibly useful. I can see how I’ll be using
what I’ve learned in my career.

Taking German alongside
biology, chemistry and
maths may seem strange
but quite a few scientific
articles are still published
in German and it helps to read them
in the original. Four good A levels is a
reasonable target for Cambridge, where
I want to read natural sciences. There’s
more than enough opportunity to do
your work well. The tutors are really helpful
and ensure you have a well-scheduled plan
and support in managing your routine – for
me, that includes drama and playing the
flute, clarinet and tenor saxophone.

The Extended Project Qualification (EPQ)
– is highly valued by universities and involves
working independently to produce a
5,000-word essay on a topic of your choice,
which can be relevant to your current studies
or your future career. Alternatively, pupils
can submit a 1,000-word essay and an
artefact, which could range from a short
story or film to a website or a fashion show.

Dauntsey’s, which suits pupils who have a
strong interest in sport, the outdoor world,
teamwork and decision-making. It incorporates
an ILM Leadership Award and The Youth
Sport Award.

Leadership, Sport and Adventure (LSA)
– a vocational qualification unique to

FOUR A LEVELS

Maths for Science – a new course that
replaces core maths and has been designed
by Dauntsey’s physics and chemistry
departments to give the relevant skills to
succeed at science A levels if you’re not
already taking maths.

HOW TO CHOOSE
YOUR A LEVELS
We advise pupils to ask themselves
three questions:
What are you good at? Universities
look for three good A level grades and
will usually respond more to good grades
than to a specific combination of subjects.
What will you need in the future?
Some subjects are essential or preferred
for particular degrees or careers,
although attitudes vary from university
to university. The key is to do your
research before making a decision.
What do you enjoy? A levels involve a
lot of independent study, so you need to
enjoy your subjects or motivation can
become a problem.

The International English Language
Testing System (IELTS) – a qualification
that international pupils need to acquire
in order to get a Tier 4 entry visa to study
at a British university. If these pupils want
to tackle a different +1, it is possible to
study for IELTS off-timetable.
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A closer look at…
summer sailing on the Jolie Brise
The international media are fascinated by Dauntsey’s pilot cutter the Jolie Brise who has
become a YouTube star and has even had a pub named in her honour. This year, pupils, parents
and Old Dauntseians can get a taste of life on the ocean waves on this very special centenarian
in our programme of cruises and races. Here Head of Sailing Toby Marris, talks about the
summer sailing programme.

When ABC News offers a namecheck as you
arrive in Boston after the transatlantic leg of
last year’s Tall Ships Races and CNN clamours
to come on board, you know you’ve
achieved a degree of international fame.
The fact that the School’s Jolie Brise was built
in 1913 and is crewed by pupils may explain
the attention she attracts – and the fact that
the old lady and her young crew often win
their races (including four victories in the Tall
Ships Races) adds to the legend.
But you really know you’ve arrived when
you have a pub named after you. The Jolie
Brise used to be based in Teignmouth and
a new Weatherspoons there is named in
her honour. When we sailed into harbour
two years ago, on our way back from the
St Mawes’ Regatta, we met the mayor and
had our photographs taken which are now
displayed in the pub. Everything there is
themed around the Jolie Brise and the video
of our arrival has been viewed more than
150,000 times.
This year, our little ship will put in 200
days of sailing, including cruises for pupils
and adults and commercial charters, as
well as three legs of the Tall Ships Races – to
Denmark, on to Norway and then to Holland.
But there are also more relaxing options.
At Easter, there’s a three-day chance to Test
the water along the south coast of England,
and two five-day opportunities to gain a
Competent Crew qualification during a trip

that’s scheduled to take in the Channel
Islands and France.

Brise’s home in the Hamble – and the start
of a new academic year.

At half term in the summer, there’s a chilled
six-day cruise from St Mawes to the Hamble,
with another chance to qualify as Competent
Crew. And after the Tall Ships Races the Jolie
Brise sets sail for Normandy on a ten-day
cruise that includes two Channel crossings
and takes in her birthplace, Le Havre, as
well as cultural events and yet another
opportunity to become Competent Crew.

Many people at Dauntsey’s don’t realise that the
Jolie Brise keeps busy when she’s not helping
to expand the horizons of our pupils and their
families. She is regularly used by charity
groups as well as a number of other schools.

Then comes Brittany or bust, another ten-day
cruise that includes the Maritime Festival in
Granville and the Dartmouth Royal Regatta,
along with stops at sandy beaches and
barbecues. From Dartmouth, there are six
gentle days of cruising back to the Jolie

Dauntsey’s
West Lavington, Devizes, Wiltshire. SN10 4HE
01380 814500 info@dauntseys.org www.dauntseys.org

Everyone who comes on board grows in
self-confidence and self-reliance. It’s a great
way to learn the importance of teamwork
and a real life lesson in taking responsibility
for yourself and others, as well as being a
lot of fun.
For full details of the 2018 programme for
the Jolie Brise and booking information, visit
www.dauntseys.org

